How to Care for your MZ Wallace Bag
Life happens. That’s why our premium nylons have been developed to be water and stain resistant. To wipe up
everyday spills, a quick hand-cleaning should do the trick.

• Mix a solution of 1 cup warm water with 1 Tbsp. of a
mild neutral soap — we like Woolite Gentle Cycle.
• Test the solution first on a less visible area of your
bag, and let it dry fully before proceeding (avoid
letting water touch the leather details or interior lining
throughout the cleaning process).

• Dampen a clean, soft cloth with the solution and rub
gently in circular motions.
• Wipe the area thoroughly with a second clean, waterdampened cloth and continue to wipe down the entire
outside your bag, avoiding the leather details. This
helps avoid water spots.
• Lay flat and allow your bag to air-dry thoroughly.

Hand-cleaning as needed (see the detailed steps above) is our recommended method to keep your MZ Wallace bag’s
leather and hardware looking like new, but should your Metro Collection styles ever require more thorough treatment,
infrequent washing on the gentlest cycle of a front-loading washing machine can provide a deeper clean.*
• Load your bag into the machine — we recommend washing it alone, with no other items or bags. (Suttons and other
styles with prominent hardware may be washed inside out to protect the hardware during the cycle.)
• Fill the detergent compartment with 1-2 Tbsp. of a mild, neutral soap, such as Woolite Gentle Cycle.
• Wash on the delicate and cold water settings. Do not wash on warm or hot water settings.
• Lay flat and allow your bag to air-dry. Do not tumble dry.
* Take extra care with black-coated hardware as it can chip during the machine-washing process. Natural Italian leather
may darken slightly after exposure to water. Because all washing machines are not created equal, we cannot take
responsibility for damage to your bag following machine-washing. We do not advise machine-washing styles from the
Bedford, Crosby or Soho Collections.

